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Empirical evidence suggests the existence of ‘hot-issue* markets for initial public ofTuings: in
certain periods and in certain industries, net: issues are underpriced and rationing occurs.
paper develops a model consistent with this observation, whit assumes the firm itself best knows
its prospects. In certain circumstances, firms with the most favorable prospects find it optimal to
signal their type by underpricing their initial issue of shares. and it!:*&ors know that only the best
can recoup the cost of this signal from subsequent issues.

Ibbotson (1973) and others have presented evidence that initial public
offerings (II%) of firms’ stocks are uncierpriced. In a recent summary Smit
(1986) concludes that, on average, underpricing exceeds 15%. Ibbotson an
Jaffe (1975) find that this phenomenon occurs cnly during pgrticuiar perio
and Ritter (1984) presents evidence that it is focused in particular in
such as new issues by oil and gas firms in 1980. Further, these ‘hot is
often rationed by the investment banker distributing them, with demand
exceeding supply by a factor of as much as 20 [see, for example,
Ritter (1986)].
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Vetsuypens (1989), how
vestment bsnks that go public an
securities. Since there is n
the investment ban
model cannot fully explain the
&C’S (1986) model, informed invest
the new firm’s prospects than the issuer an
is ‘ an invisible intermed
investcrs for the new issues
ble. IJninformed investors’ purchases are therefore biased toward
this bias, uninformed investors are
table new issues. Anticipati
ticipate only if ne-w-issue0 r prices are low enough to compenexpected losses on less attractive issues. Ritter (1984) points out,
if hot-issue markets occur only in particular periods, then
s model implies that the risk composition of IPOs is changing over time:
‘s resuits do not support this explanation.
e assume that the best information about the new firm’s prospects is held
by the nrm itself. The model is described fully in section 2. We find that in
some circumstances, given in section 3, good firms wish to signal investors
erior prospects, and that a low IPQ price and quantity can be used as
nal. The model is in the spirit of Ibbotson’s (1975, p. 264) conjecture
s are underpriced to “‘leave a good taste in investors’ mouths’ so that
future underwritings from the same issuer could be sold at attractive prices”.
89) points out th;tt about one-third of all IPQ issuers between 1977
al amount being at least three
ring. In contrast to aron (1982) and Rock (1986)’ we
tson and Jaffe’s (1975) and
gs that underpricing occurs at particular times and in
ich is an immediate loss to the
m is good to investors, because
s loss after their performance is
erprice their IPQs, because by
t subsequent

performance
ow they cannot recoup the initial
nal. The model therefore

this
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Smith (1977)].
A number of contemporaneous papers concerned with un
assume that the firm has the best information about its pro
(1988) considers a model in which firms have a choice between
equity. If bad firms have a high probability of defa
the interest rate,
reflecting the pooled risk, will be high. Good firms may
d it wort
e to
issue equity instead, even though to separate themselves they may have to
underprice. In our model, firms only issue equity (but see note 5 be1
Perhaps closest in spirit to our model are those of Grinblatt an
wang
(1989) and Welch (1989). In both of those papers, underpricing is a signal that
the firm is good. The sequence of events is similar to that in our model: a
partial offering of stock is made initially, information is then revealed, and
subsequently more stock is sold. ad firms that signal run the risk that their
true type may be revealed, in whi case they don’t benefit from the underpricing. Therefore, by bearing a sufficiently large initial cost, good firms can
credibly signal their type. There are a number of diflerences between our paper
and these two: in Grinblatt and Hwang underdiversification is combined with
underpricing to signal both the mean and variance of returns, and in elc
there is a direct cost for bad firms to imitate good firms. The most important
difference, however, is that in their models firm type is (randomly) fully
revealed in some exogenous way. In ?Durmodel, learning occurs as investors
update their Bayesian priors on the basis of the firm’s (noisy) performance.
An important question in any signaling mociel is whether the signal being
sed if the firm had a wider
examined would
the context of
variables other tha
literature are the firm’s choice
Smith (1986)] and its choice of a
‘We do not distinguish between ‘best efforts’ and ‘firm commitment’
(1987) for analysis and evidence regarding the use of these contracts
arino an
‘In addition to the papers discussed below, SW Gia
d
approach. Ibbotson (1975: p. 264) also lists a number of ot
U
cing.

contracts. See
9X8) for 3 rath’r
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(198x5)]. er variables may also convey information about the firm’s quality;
les are operating results while private, the quality of the board of
!ity of bank loans, the provision of fu
compensation structure for management.
veral signals used to convey information.
berts (1986) in our model the firm could apparently
y, say, contributing to a charity as by underpricing. This is
ever, only if investors can monitor the charitable contrifinms and detect any side-payments, which is likely to be
costly. Underpricing as a signal requires no monitoring, since the investor is
the direct recipient of the benefit. It is therefore likely to dominate any
informationally equivalent signal that requires costly monitoring.
Underpricing has further advantages over other methods of signaling firm
type; it reduces both the probability of, and damages in, lawsuits if subsequently the firm does not do well [see Tinic (1988)]. Moreover, underpricing
may generate publicity for the firm that is more valuable if the firm succeeds
than if it fails. For example, the *IYuiiStreet Journal regularly reports ‘IPO
winners’. meaning firms whose stock had the largest percentage increase from
offer price to current price. Underpricing increases the likelihood of receiving
such publicity; this is more valuable for good firms, since they are more iikely
to succeed.4
Ultimately, theoretical arguments that signaling by underpricing dominates.,
or is dominated by, other types of signaling cannot be conclusive. The issue
can be resolved only by resort to the data: either the data support the model
or they do not. Both the Baron (1982) model and the Rock (1986) model have
been shown by subsequent empirical work to be inconsistent with the data.
ere is currently no satisfactory model of hot-issue markets in the literature.
n section 4, we argue that our model is consistent with the observation that
erpricing apparently occurs only in particular periods and particular
industries, as well as with other reported empirical observations. We also
present
a number of testable implications that have yet to be investigated.

tral firms that come to the market for IP
r simplicity, we normahze the total number
of events is shown in
founders then offer a
to acquire the capital C

t=

Period I

lF0 of a fraction

aofthefinn’s
equity to raiseC

Period 2

Seasoned issue of

a fraction(l-a)
of the fbm’s equity

Endof
fm

Fig. 1. The sequence of events.
Firms are founded with an innovation. The uriginal owners then offer a fraction (Yof the firm’s
equity to acquire the capital C needed to set up the firm and implement the innovation. Frrms pay
out their earnings as H (high) or L (low), H > L z 0, at the end of the first period and at the end
of the second period. The founders of each firm, who are specialists in start-ups but not in runnLg
mature firms, sell the remaining 1 - (Yof their equity at t = 1 after the first-period dividend has
been paid.

(> 0) needed to implement their innovation. 5 Firms pay out all their earnings
as dividends, which are either H (high) or L (low), H > L 2 0, at the end of
the first and second periods. 6 The founders of each firm, specialists in
start-ups but not in running mature firms, sell the remaining 1 - ~1of their
equity at time 1, after the first-period dividend has be?n declarcd.7
There are two types of firms: good (G) and bad hB). Good firms have a
higher expected dividend stream than bad firms. A firm’s type can change
through time (see fig. 2). Initially, the innovation on which a firm is bcasedcan
be e&her good or bad. Of the total number of firms entering the I
market at
ally time, the proportion 8, 0 < 8 c 1, are good, and 1 - 8 are bad. Good
5We assume that the firm finances its start-up cost with equity capital only. Risk-fre? debt
clearly dominates equity. If the full start-up costs cannot be financed witk risk-free debt, the
possibility of risky debt is introduced. But since we have assumed only two pzsible outcomes ( N
or L), risky debt is no different from a suitable combination of risk-free dent and equity in this
modei. We leave the treatment of debt versus equity in a model with a richer structure to future
research.
%hould some earnings be retained, the proceeds from selling shares of the firm at time 1
increase by a ? amount just equal to the decrease cf the dividend; therefore,
e tot,tl wealth
shareholders is independent of the payout ratio (assuming that retained earning can be obscn
‘The archetype here is Apple Computer, founded by two
hen Jobs), then later managed bv
assumption that the decision makers sell out co
significant seasoned issue of securities after the
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Fig. 2. The uncertainty structure.
The innovations on which a firm is based can be either good or bad. Of the total number of firms
entering the IPO market ct any time, a proportion 8.0 < 8 < 1, are good and I - 0 are bad. Firms
with good innovations implement skillfully with probability A, 0 < X c 1, and remain good. A
good firm that fails to implement well becomes a bad firm. Firms with bad innovations remain
bad firms. The fraction of good firms after implementation is 8X and the fraction of bad firms is
1 - 0x.

innovations require skillful implementation for the firm to remain good. This
occurs with probability X, 0 < X < 1. A good firm that fails to implement well
in the first period becomes a bad firm. Firms with bad ideas remain bad firms.
the fraction of good firms after implementation is 8X, and the fraction
- 8X). At time 0, the founders of each firm know whether
their innovation is good or bad, but do not yet know whether their firm’s
implementation will succeed. After implementation, good firms have a probaH and their probability of paying dividend L is
of paying divide
firms have a obability of paying dividend H of only vB, where
nvestors cannot directly observe either the quality of the firm’s innovation
or the success or failure of its implementation; they can observe only (i) the
f the firm sold in the II?0 and (ii) the dividends at the
e are two types of firms and also know

beliefs abxrt the

E Allen and 6. R. Faulhaber, U~~de~pri~i~~g
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(2’
9

Suppose investors at
and at time 1 they
beliefs about the firm according to the
dividend, they change the probability that the firm is good from
This is the ratio of the probability of
probability of a high dividend from eit
their revised probability that the firm is good is q&).
probability of a low dividend from a
dividend from either firm.
At time 1, investors have observed j =
or L, and using a one-perio
discount factor 6 [and writing q(r,) as Q], value the firm at
lqro) ‘s(

I&Q+

(1 -q+$]

+ L[l -rjQ-

(l+$]}.

(3)

That is, second-period dividends W and L are weighted by the probabilities
that they occur, taking into account first-period performance.
can occur in two ways: a good firm (probability ‘;.) can have a
or a bad firm (probability 1 - 5) can have a good draw (Q).
dividend occurs.
At time 0, investors have no experience (j = Q), and therefore similarly
value the firm at
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value of its payoffs) after implementation, if investors hold prior beliefs rO, is

i=G,

B.

The return is the sum, weighted by probabilities, of the dividend outcomes
plus the value of the firm to investors after these outcomes.
efore implementation, the firm’s founders have private information about
the quality of their innovation (i = G, B), but they do ncc know whether their
implementation will be s ccessful. If a bad firm were to sell the fraction a of
its equity at time 0 at the price pO, the return to the original owners, if
investors held prior beliefs rO,would be

Ri( po, ro) = q. + (I- a)&( ro) - C.

(6)

This reflects the proceeds from the IPO, the cost of implementation, and the
expected dividends and proceeds from the sale of the original owners’ remaining equity at time 1.
Similarly, for a firm with a good innovation,

WPO,5))=“Po+ (l- ar)(XR,(ro)
+ 0 - QR&i))} - c.

(7)

To review the notation regarding the value of the firm, note that q(ro) is the
value of the firm that reflects just the public information j (= 0, H, L). In
contrast,
p( po, 15) is the expected return before implementation to the
founders, given their private information about the quality of the firm’s
ilmovation i (= G, B). Finally, Ri( ro) is the expected return after implementation, given the private information about the outcome i = (G, B) of implementation. Most critically, Vo, Ry, and Ki all depend upon ro, the prior beliefs
of investors about the post-implementation quality of the firm. Note that
G(rQ)r R,( ro): for given investor beliefs, a good firm has higher
expected returns than a bad fir
i/a! ro > 0: for a given fir type, the more optimistic are investors” beliefs about the firm, the greater its expected return; and
a bad firm’s expected return, given that investors
e as investors’ valuation of a firm they
itially raise at least
y
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than its value to them:
qq) 2

c

voho)*

PO22

(8a

uw

he returns of either type of firm appear to be increasing in the initial price
po, and it might be expected that any firm would wish to sell shares at the
maximum price possible. Either type of firm may wish to use the initial price
p0 as a signal to condition investors’ prior beliefs r0 about its prospects,
however, in which case (8b) is not binding. When this occurs in equilibrium,
the IP0 is underpriced, demand outstri s supply, and the shares are rationed.
It can be seen from eqs. (l)-(4) that he uncertainty structure of the model
(fig. 2) is necessary to allow the IPO price and proportion to act as a signal
that the firm is good. For example, suppose that dividends are co
deterministic (but initially unknown), so that the orobabilities are Q
Q = 0. Then the firm’s type is revealed completely at time 1, investors’ prior
beliefs at time 0 play no role in determining firm value at time 1, and firms
have no incentive to send a costly signal at time 0. A simple pooling
equilibrium results, with investors’ prior beliefs being that all firms are a
random draw from the entire population, so that rO= 8X.
More subtle is the case in which dividend outcomes are noisy (1 > nc > ~~ >
0) but firms that are good initially are certain that they will be good after
implementation (X = 1). If a good firm could somehow signal its type (and
found it worthwhile to do so), then (assuming that mvestors’ expectations are
rational, so that r0 = X = 1) eqs. (1) and (2) tell us that investcrs’ prior and
posterior beliefs would be the same, no matter what the subsequent dividen
outcome ( r0 = rH = rL = A = l)! Since the benefit of the signal does not depend
on dividend outcomes, bad firms would find it worthwhile to send the same
signal, so separation would not be possible. Again, a simple pooling equilibrium results, with r0 = 8X. Therefore, a necessary condition for separation to
occur is 0 *=X < l..”

are bad (rO= 0), provided that signaling by

“For a fullc; exposition, set Allen and Faulhabcr (lW8).
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hese conditions are

(9a )

f signaling is to be both credible and profitable for good firms, the initial
price p0 must satisfy (8) and (9). It can be shown that:
reposition I.

A separating equilibrium exists iff

00)
and

c < iqo).

01)

Rationing always occurs in a separating equilibrium.
roof.

See appendix.

The intuition af (IO) is straightforward. Any firm would prefer investors to
think it is good, since the amount obtained from the sale of stock is greater for
firms believed to be good than for those believed to be bad [vi< X) > q(O)]. If
good firms wish to signal their type, however, they must forego some of their
returns by charging a price pO lower than they could otherwise obtain (and
hence sell off more of their firm). This cost of foregone returns must be great
enough to dissuade bad firms from using the same strategy. The ratio
(yg) is the value of a good firm in relation to the value of a bad
rior beliefs rO. this is greater at the more optimistic prior
at the pessimis
0), so that (10) is satisfied, good
benefit more from underpricing and signaling is worthwhile.
ere is rationing in a separating equilibrium, since the asking price pO is
less than the market-clearing m-ice for a known good firm VO(X). This occurs
lity requires the asking price to be no greater than the

e face of excess

ules of Fair Practice
n this instance, price does

ut for pooling to be an equilibrium, good firms must find it less profitab
choose a credible signaling strategy than to
1. That is, for all priceproportion strategies ( pO,41) satisfying @a), (

In addition, it is clear that neither good nor
are bad.
Proposition 2.

firms want to sig

R pooling equilibrium exists zfl

and
Cr

v,(e;l).

rkets clear in a pooling equilibrium.
Proof.

See appendix.

The intuition of (14) is similar to that of (10); any firm would prefer
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Pooling only

Poolingand
Probabilitygood
firmssllccessflllly
implement,A

Separatingonly

Proportionof good fums
beforeimplementation,8

Fig. 3. Uncertainty and type of equilibrium.
The relationship between the type of equilibrium, the probability good firms successfully implement, A, and the proportion of good firms before implementation, 8, when C < V,(O) where C is
the cost of setting up a firm and V,(O) is the value of a firm at t = 0 that investors believe to be a
bad firm. The case illustrated involves a high dividend, H, of 10, a low dividend, L, of 1, a
probability of a high dividend for the good firm, 7rG,of 0.9 and for the bad firm, TB, of 0.1, and
a discount factor, 6, of 1.

roposition 3.
en both pooling and separating equilibria exist, both good
and bad jkns are better of in the pooling equilibrium.
Prooj.

See appendix.

prabability is large (high X)
iate values both a pooling and a
osition 3 suggests it is the pooling

respects

Investors’ posteliO~rj~'=H,L)

o5

thatafmis
gdatr=
1

’

investors’ prior ro
thatafmisgmdatr
=Q

Fig. 4. Bayesian updating.
The relationship
high, I+‘,or low,
high dividend for
as r$ the change

between investors’ posterior a firm is good, r, (j = H, L), having observed a
L, dividend and their prior, q, The case illustrated involves a probability of a
the good firm, vG, of 0.9 and for the bad firm, 7~~.of 0.1. For a low prior, such
r,,, - r,l, when a low dividend L is observed. For a high prior such as rd’ the
reverse is true.

are much more likely to earn a
and (ii) the likelihood of remainin
rather than a low
L at the end of the first period.
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f, however, the probabilities of high dividends for good and bad firms (77,;
and ~pg)are relatively close, rere is little difference between the two distriblrthis circumstance, t e relative advantage of good firms at low values
sappears, and they therefore wish to ool at all values o
resumption of fig. 3 is t at the start-up cost of a new
than investors’ initial valuation of a firm they b&eve to be
ther equilibria can obtain if the start-up cost is
ere are three cases of interest: (i) Vo(0) 5 C s Vo(
; and (iii) V,(X) < C.
n cases (i) and (ii) partial pooling (mixed strategy) equilibria exist. In these
equilibria, firms that enter the market sell out entirely at time 0 ((Y= l),
thereby just covering their start-up cost and earning zero profits. They are thus
indifferent between entering and not entering, and so choose randomly whether
to enter the market. In case (i), all bad firms enter and a fraction y, 0 < y 5 1,
of good firms enters. In case (ii), all good firms enter, and a fraction /!!,
1 > p 2 0 of bad firms enters. If both pooling and partial pooling equilibria
exist [as when C < V,(O) this occurs when X is iarge], both types of firms
prefer pooling to partial pooling (since they earn positive profits if they pooi),
and pooling is the equilibrium of interest. In case (iii), no entry occurs. We
illustrate the range of equilibria irr fig. K9

evi

ce

a

bbotson (1975), Ibbotson and Jaffe (1975), and Ritter (1984) among
ave presented evidence of underpricing of IPOs [see Smith (1986) for
cussion]. Ibbotscn (1975) finds that the average of initial returns on
unseasoned new issues calcu’tated for the entire period of the 19
all industries is large. E’cpi)otsonand Jaffe (1975) show that
ricing is cyclical and concentrated in particular periods. At the Y.beginning and end of the 1960s new issue markets are hot in the sense that there is
rim, however, there is no evidence of
find that the volume of new issues is cyclical. Using a
e market in 1980. Ye shows
associated with natural ren addition he finds that it occurs at a time when the vaiue of all
resource firms is
revious theories are not
ropositions l-3

artial pooling equilibria a
an

are consistent with the
el above, we assume that
course, they are actually
results. see Alh

f

\
Separating

f

A

\

I

1

I
I

0

vo(0)

vo(W

I

-t-----b
VtAJ

&?it-ZF
CQSts,

c

Partialpooling
I
0

I
Y

P
t

Proportiony
of good fms
enteratt=O

Proportionp
of bad fixms
enterat e= 0

Fig. 5. Start-up costs and type of equilibrium.
The relationship between the type of equilibrium and the cost of setting up a firm. C, relative to
investors’ valuation at i = 0, V,(re), where r. is their prior the firm is * r mqdementation.
Three critical levels of Vo(ro) are shown. The first involves r0 = 0. The second is r,, = 6X where 8 is
the proportion of firms that have good innova.tions and X is the proportion that successfully
implements these and remains good. The third is r. = A. When two types of equilibria exist. the
pooling equilibrium Pareto dominates either the separating equilibrium or the partial pooling
equilibrium.

determined by the market conditions the firm faces over its life. In an indust1.y
in which positive net present value projects are common, the condition that
C < Vo(0) could persist for a prolonged period. In that case equilibrium in the
new issue market may involve separation and underpricing. For such projects
to be common, however, entry opportunities must be limited, and
few. POs, then, will be concentrated in reasonably competitive i
In the long run, free entry ensures that prices in a fairly competitive
industry will be such that the expe
approximately equal to the cost of esta
in our model, we would expect V0
partial pooling) equilibrium in th
not a feature of such Tquilibria.
profitability, however, we would expect a
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e industry would support increased values of
creases in T/,(O).Since C < Vo(0),
ting equilibrium, in which unde
s, in industries in which condition (IO) holds, we would expect that a
ket conditions would lead to (i) a flow of
underpricing of these firms’ initial issues.
ust.ry approached its new equilibrium level, the flow
number of firms in th
s into the industry would stop, marking the end of the hot-issue market.
ort, we would expect hot-issue markets to be temporary, industry-specific,
and associated with improvements in the perceived profitability of entry.
tter (1984) presents evidence that the value of natural-resource firms
ased substantially around the period of the 1980 hot-issue market. It is
plausible that this increase in value was associated with the exogenous shock
of the 1979 oil crisis, which resulted in substantially increased prices for
petrcleum products worldwide. The new prospect of highly profitable energy
11 have been the impetus for the 1980 hoGssue market in natural
resource firms, characterized by both underpricing and the Aood of new issues
noted by
tter. In fact, he found that ‘almost all of these [natural resourcerelated] stocks had large initial price jumps.. .’ (p. 224). In the context of our
model, this would correspond to 8 near unity, which is the case when almost
all founders believe their firms are good. This does not mean, however, that all
firkms are good after implementation; indeed, X may be quite small. For

tion about the prospects of the firms they
r,rarket repeatedly. Therefore, the authors

el are that (i) hot-issue markets
stries whenever an exogenous shock substantially
ty; (ii) such a market continues until the number

E Allen und 6. R.

f a firm does not

is less than one

model predicts that the measured elasticity of the share offered with respect to
the amount raised is less than unity in a hot-issue market.
.

re

S

Empirical evidence suggests that underpricing of new issues occurs at
certain times in particular industries We have developed a model consistent
with this phenomenon. We depart from previous theories of underpricing by
assuming that the firm is better informed about its prospects than anybo
else. F”e show that underpricing can signal favorable prospects for the firm.
instances that appear to correspond to the empirical evidence of tter (19&I),
underpricing occtirs in a separating equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 1

We start by describing a separating equilibrium.
show that (9a) implies
PO< v.#)

= R,(N.

would not wish to u
holds with equality.
possible for sale at ti
, note that so-me incentive for un
anticipate the subsequent
firm’s plans for subsequent new issues.

t is

straightfomar
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erefore,the go0

( p;dq

firm’s optimal signahng price-and-proportion

strategy

is

R,(O) - c

I’ll-

.

R&q

-I
J’

c
PA=>=

[

now demonstrate that the cxi nce of a separating equilibrium im
e first show that (11) is implied.
nditions in the proposition.
separating equilibrium, (A.]) is satisfied and @a) is satisfied with equality;
these two conditions, and the fact that QL’
IS 1, imply (11).
o show that (IO) is satisfied in a separating equilibrium, we note that since
@a) holds with equality,

Ro,(p&X)=

[X&(X)+(1

-A)R,(k)].

(A.3)

If a good firm does not signal, its expected first-period dividends are greater
than implied by its initial valuation, so it wishes to sell as little of the firm as
necessary, and ara/,(O)= C. Its expected returns, RE(I/,(O),
0),are the same as
in (A.3) but with R,(X) replaced by R,(O).
n any separating e uilibrium, (9b) must hold. Using the expressions for Ry,
an be seen that (9
o show that (I 0) and (11) imply the existence of ,a,separating equilibrium,
we note that a good firm prefers to signal its type rather than be identified as
bad since (10) and (11) im.ply (9b). Also, a good firm that maximizes its
returns by signaling with strategy ( p& a’) finds that signaling is feasible since
(A.2) and (11) %mply@a). Hence, if (10) and (11) hold, a separating equilibrIum exists.
t follows from (A.l) and dV,(r,)/dr, > 0 that pO < V,(A). Therefore, in
ion (8b) is satisfied with a strict inequality,
of good firms is rationed. This proves the

roofof

o&ion 2
the equilibrium. Since in a pooling equilibrium good
average be better
n expected by
refer to sell as little of their firm as ssible at time 0,
ood firm does not signal. it can charge
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lthough a bad firm would prefer to sell more equity at time 0, if it di
would signal that it is bad.
st sell no more than 6, so that @a)
and (8b) are also binding in
pecbed returns from pooling for bad
firms, RE( V(6X), Oh), are as in (
) except that the last factor is simply
R,(BX).
We now prove that the existence of a pooling equilibrium implies that, first.
(15) and, second, (14) hold. Since (8a) and (8b) are binding for all firms, the
is
maximum amount that can be raise by 8 firm in any pooling equili
Vo(tN), so that (15) must be satisfie in s,uch an equilibrium.
If a good firm deviates from a pooling equilibrium by using a signaling
price-and-proportion strategy ( p& (x“), that strategy must satisfy (12) to be
credible. Since (8a) and (8b) are binding for both t;rpes of firm in the pooling
equilibrium, (12) would be bindi as well. Also, as in the proof of
1, p[ < V,(flX) and (~“p$ = C. can be shown that

In any pooling equilibrium, (13) must hold. Using (A.4) and (AS), it can be
seen that (13) implies (14).
To show that (
need to show tha
offering is feasible.
not Signaling Y0
that (13) is satisfi
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bad firms are better off in a pooling equilibrium than if they are
as bad. Returns for good firms in separating and pooling equilibria
can be written, using (A.3) and (A.4) respectively, as

A&(0X) + (1 RBW)

A)R,(BA)

.1 WI

A necessary condition for a pooling equilibrium to exist is (14). It can be
seen from this that the last term in (p1.6) is ress than or equal to the last term
n addition, it is straightforward to show that the difference between
the lezding terms of these return formulae is positive, since Vo( 0X) > R,(8X)
> I/,(O). ‘_t follows that Rs( V,(eX), 0X) > RE( p& A), so that good firms are
better CT in a pooling equilibrium than in a separating equi%ium.

Subscripts

0

igh or low dividend outcome;
ood or bad firm;
= No observed outcome (i.e., at time 0).

Variables

raction of the firm offered in the IPO market at time 0:
ost of establishing a firm;
raction of firms with good innovations;
obability that a firm with a good innovation will implement succes+
from a firm of type i = 6,
od after implementation: for
posterior, given a
end of period 1;
either at time 0 with no dividend observations
servation ( j =
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ixing probabilities in the partial pooling equilibria.
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